
Filter Upgrade to Aid Cleaning Performance

EIDW6105, EIDW6305, EIDW6405HT, EWDW6505, EDW7505

TH801xxxxx - TH934xxxxx

Electrolux, Electrolux ICON

The water temperature is 120° or greater, water hardness has been checked to insure the 
correct amount of detergent is being used and loading the dishwasher has been addressed 
with the customer, but cleaning still does not meet expectations.  

The delivery tube locks on the stainless steel  filter have been tightened to prevent soil from 
by-passing the  filter. With the extra by-pass soil eliminated, the need for the  fine  filter is no 
longer necessary so the  filter is being removed. This change will increase the water pressure 
to all three spray arms.  The removal of the  fine  filter made it necessary to redesign the lower 
spray arm support, along with eliminating the need for the small check ball. In addition to 
these changes the lower spray arm has had changes to the hole locations to increase the 
water spray into the lower rack.

The parts found in this kit are a new stainless steel  filter, a new lower spray arm support, two 
hold down locks for the lift out  filter, and a new lower spray arm.  The part number for Wash 
Upgrade Service Kit is 154791501.   
    
When  filing Claims in Service Bench, the section “Warranty Type” will need to be changed to 
“Policy”.  The policy number will be DW1001. This policy will expire on 05/12/2012.       
Note: If the product is over 18 months from the manufacture date and in store stock, the 
claim may still be rejected even with the policy authorization.  
In this case e-mail: servicer.assistance@electrolux.com the rejected claim number.

Note: This policy is for United States product  filing only.

Investigation into this issue has found a problem with the clips, locking the stainless steel 
filter around the delivery tube, not locking tight enough.  This allowed extra soil to by-pass 
the filter and enter the sump, resulting in redeposit onto the dishes. This extra by-passed 
soil also caused the fine filter to overwhelm rapidly.  The extra hydraulic burden of the fine 
filter resulted in decreased water pressure to all of the spray arms. 
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